Differential expression of TCL1 during pre-B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia progression.
Nonrandom, recurring chromosomal translocations are critical events in the pathogenesis of leukemia. The recently identified TEL/AML1 (CBFA2/EVT6) fusion gene occurs as a result of the t(12;21)(p13;q22) in approximately 25% of children with diagnosed pre-B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (PBC-ALL). To identify changes in gene expression patterns that occur during PBC-ALL disease progression, we used cDNA microarrays to compare expressed sequences from the AT-1 and AT-2 cell lines. These cell lines, from the same patient, were established from two distinct stages of PBC-ALL disease progression, namely, first and second relapse. Analysis of both cell lines with spectral karyotying (SKY) revealed an insertion of chromosome 8 into chromosome 5 and a previously undetected translocation in AT-2 involving chromosomes 1 and 17. Hybridization of cDNA microarrays identified the TCL1 transcript as being overexpressed in the AT-2 cell line relative to AT-1. Northern blot analysis showed an eightfold increase of the TCL1 transcript in AT-2 over AT-1 cells. Western blot analysis showed that the TCL1 protein was expressed more than 50-fold higher in AT-2 than AT-1 cells. TCL1 expression was correlated with TEL expression by reintroducing TEL into AT-2 cells and demonstrating that those cells expressing TEL at high levels showed a decreased expression of endogenous TCL1.